CLINICAL CASE

Accessory soleus muscle in an athlete. Presentation of a case and a literature review
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Abstract  The incidence of an accessory soleus muscle, according to autopsy studies, ranged from 0.5 to 6.0% of the population.

The typical presentation is a soft mass in the posteromedial distal third of the leg, which increases in size with physical activity, especially plantar flexion. It is accompanied by pain with exercise in 67% of reported cases.

The treatment of choice is conservative, but when it causes compartment syndrome, fasciotomy should be performed. If a patient has symptoms of claudication or nerve compression, a complete excision of the muscle is required.

We report the case of an athlete who had a symptomatic accessory soleus muscle, which was studied by standard X-ray, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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Resumen  El hallazgo del músculo soleo accesorio oscila entre un 0,5 y un 0,6% de la población según los estudios necrósicos.

La presentación típica es una tumuración blanda en el tercio distal posteromedial de la pierna, que aumenta de tamaño con la actividad física, sobre todo con la flexión plantar. Se acompaña de dolor con el ejercicio en el 67% de los casos publicados.
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Case presentation

A 31-year-old ultra endurance runner with no history of previous trauma presented with a 2-month history of pain and swelling in the ankle and pain with exercise that adversely affected training and competition.

On physical examination, palpation reveals a soft non-pulsatile tumor in the medial malleolar ankle region, more apparent with resisted plantar flexion and toe raising. Pain was also elicited with contraction exercises and stretching of the soleus muscle. The Achilles tendon was normal in both thickness and structure and the range of motion of the ankle was normal. There were no changes in the alignment of the hindfoot. Additional tests were performed including X-ray, ultrasound and MRI of the ankle. Standard X-ray (Fig. 1) shows obliteration of the Kager triangle by a soft tissue mass. Ultrasonography, confirmed the existence of a well-defined, isoechoic, retro-calcaneal skeletal muscle mass.

MRI identified a retro-calcaneal accessory muscle structure, which originates in the soleus muscle itself and attaches to the medial calcaneal tendon (Figs. 2 and 3). The patient was diagnosed with compartment syndrome by the presence of an accessory soleus muscle. The clinical symptoms may be influenced by the compression of the posterior tibial artery and less frequently the posterior tibial nerve (Fig. 2).

Once diagnosed, treatment included orthotics, stretching the soleus muscle and reduced physical activity. When the patient was completely asymptomatic, usual physical activity was allowed, however the pain returned after running more than 20 min. Given the persistence of pain and inability to return to usual activity following conservative treatment, fasciotomy of the accessory soleus muscle was performed. Currently the patient is asymptomatic and able to participate in the sport of ultra endurance running.

Discussion

The soleus muscle is found in the posterior-medial part of the leg, under the gastrocnemius muscles, together with those forming the sural triceps. It originates in the tibia, fibula and the aponeurosis which cover it and insert in the posterior part of the calcaneus by the Achilles tendon.

The accessory soleus muscle was originally described by Cruveilhier in 1843. The evidence that an accessory soleus muscle can cause symptoms first appeared in the medical literature in 1965 by Dunn. During embryogenesis, the soleus muscle separates in two, developing a supernumerary muscle with its own fascia, artery and nerve, dependent on the posterior tibial artery and nerve respectively. It usually has its own fascia and is completely separate from the accessory soleus muscle. The incidence of the accessory soleus muscle ranges from 0.5 to 6.0% of the population, although recently Koubalchouck et al. estimated that it could be up to 10% and Del Nero could be up 11.6%. It usually appears between the second and third decade of life due to a secondary muscle hypertrophy in relation to physical activity of an individual and is more common in men than in women with a ratio of 2:1, excepting in Del Nero et al.’ series. It is usually unilateral, but Romanus et al. and Yu and Resnick have described bilateral cases.

Although it may be an incidental finding during imaging performed for an unrelated injury, the typical presentation is a soft mass in the posteromedial distal third of the leg, which increases in size with physical activity especially with...
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Figure 2  MRI. Comparative axial DP FS. Normal and pathological. 1. Accessory soleus muscle; 2. Soleus muscle; 3. Long flexor thumb; 4. Artery, vein and nerve posterior tibial.

plantar flexion,\(^4,5,8\) It is accompanied by pain in 67% of cases\(^3\) that gets worse with running and jumping.\(^4,8,10\) These symptoms could be explained by the presence of compartment syndrome chronic caused by an increased size in the accessory muscle during activity. It can also cause a compression neuropathy of the posterior tibial nerve or claudication due to involvement of the posterior tibial artery.\(^5,9,11\)

Although less frequent, the following associated conditions have been described: a rigid varus hindfoot with limited dorsiflexion,\(^12\) tarsal tunnel syndrome

Figure 3  MRI mosaic. 1. Accessory soleus muscle; 2. Accessory soleus tendon; 3. Achilles tendon.
secondary to compression of the tibial nerve and Achilles tendinopathy. In almost all cases in the lateral X-ray of the ankle, you can see the Kager triangle occupied by a soft tissue mass without associated bone abnormalities. Although the diagnosis is based primarily on clinical suspicion in the presence of a mass that occupies the medial supramalleolar recess, routine use of musculoskeletal ultrasonography as a diagnostic test will confirm a well-defined, retrocalcaneal mass with a similar structure to the muscle striatum and ending at a variable distance from the calcaneus based on their size.

MRI is the most sensitive and specific test for diagnosis. The image appears as a fusiform or oval, well-defined with its own fascia, and with a signal intensity similar to the normal muscle in both T1 and T2. This allows for a non-invasive diagnosis of accessory soleus muscle.

Also, MRI allows for differentiation of other soft tissue pathologies of the posterior ankle that cause pain during exercise in the retrocalcaneal region, including ganglion, lipoma, hemangioma, encapsulated hematoma, synovia and sarcoma. The accessory soleus muscle usually originates in the distal and proximal posterior tibia, but other possible origins are the deep fascia of the anterior surface of normal soleus fascia and flexor tendon of the toes. The insertion distally can be one of the following according Lorentzon et al.:

- Along the Achilles tendon
- On the top surface of the calcaneus through a tendon
- On the upper surface of the calcaneus
- On the medial surface of the calcaneus with its own tendon (most frequent)

The patient in our case report was found to have the last type. Computed tomography is less effective because of the reduced sensitivity to characterize soft tissue injury. Electromyography may show a synchronous electrical activity between the soleus muscle and the attachment. The majority of patients are asymptomatic and need no treatment.

Conservative treatment is based on the use of orthotics, activity modification and physical therapy. If clinical symptoms persist that are consistent with compartment syndrome, intracompartmental pressure should be measured to assess the need for fasciotomy.

Total excision of the accessory soleus muscle is reserved for those patients who have symptoms of claudication or nerve compression. Patients usually evolve favorably after surgery remaining asymptomatic.

Recently three patients with an accessory soleus muscle who had pain with exercise but no evidence of compartment syndrome were treated by Deffenis et al. with Botulinum Toxin A. Although the results are encouraging, the sample size is small and we need to see long-term study results with larger sample sizes.

Knowledge of this condition will prevent unnecessary studies and tests that may delay diagnosis and erroneously treat patients having an accessory soleus muscle.
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